CARDBOARD

VARIATIONS
A, B, C, D, E, F-Flute, Honeycomb Board

DESCRIPTION
Corrugated sheet lined on one or both sides by flat sheets.

USES
Corrugation provides lightweight thickness, ideal for rough topo and massing. Single layers can be removed to signify changes in material or texture. Cross section can signify texture as well. Can be laser cut.

MANUFACTURE
Wood is pulped mechanically and chemically then formed into sheets. Sheets are corrugated by a series of gears and then adhered to flat liner sheets with a starch based adhesive.

NOTABLE INGREDIENTS
Wood, Starch Glue, Bleaches

DISPOSAL
100% recyclable - blue bins. Flatten boxes and models as much as possible.

SAFETY NOTES
Always be careful when cutting- use a sharp blade. The corrugation makes cutting along the grain easy and cutting against the grain comparatively difficult.